
Your Trusted 3PL Partner
At Materialogic, our mission is to provide tailored logistics solutions to 
help your business thrive and grow. Discover how our comprehensive 
suite of services can address your unique challenges and streamline 
your operations.

Inventory Management Receiving Optimization

Empowering Your Business With Strategic Solutions

Efficient Storage: Have ample capacity for 
all your inventory needs in our large 
St. Louis, MO warehouse.
Comprehensive Visibility: Monitor shipments 
and inventory status with precision.
Streamlined Operations: Ensure integrity 
and accountability across the supply chain 
with Infoplus.

Warehousing Solutions

Smooth Inventory Handling: Seamlessly 
manage your product’s journey from receiving 
to reporting.
Real-Time Visibility: Monitor your inventory 
status and track every movement with our 3PL 
software, Infoplus Commerce.
Management Mobility: Stay informed about 
your inventory 24/7 with the WMS mobile app.

Efficient Order Process: Optimize your 
order process from inbound receiving to 
outbound shipping.
Tailored Solutions: Grow your operations while 
maintaining data security with our 3PL software.
Speed and Accuracy: Achieve top speed 
and accuracy in your fulfillment process 
with Materialogic.

Fulfillment Services

Methodical Processes: Utilize our documented 
receiving guidelines for seamless warehouse 
operations.
Scalable Process: Scale your operations with 
InfoPlus to ensure efficiency and accuracy as 
you grow.
Full Transparency: Gain insights into your 
receiving process and track inventory status 
with Infoplus reporting.



Instant Updates: Access accurate reports and 
key metrics to drive informed decisions.
Customizable Reports: Receive reports tailored 
to your business needs, all accessible across 
multiple platforms.
Automation and Scalability: Infoplus grows 
with your operations, providing automation and 
scalability for long-term fulfillment solutions.

Reporting and Analytics

Customized Logistics: Tailored services to 
meet your unique logistics requirements and 
add value across your supply chain.
End-to-End Support: From kit assembly to 
returns management, Materialogic provides 
comprehensive solutions for your 
warehouse needs.
Precision in Logistics: Our solutions are 
meticulously crafted to optimize costs without 
compromising service quality, ensuring your 
budget aligns with your goals.

Value-Added Services

Scalable Solutions: Address unique challenges 
with scalable solutions designed to evolve with 
your business.
Complete Collaboration: Collaborate with our 
team to build solutions that seamlessly 
integrate into your operations.
Future Scalability: Anticipate business growth 
and adapt with proven solutions that remain 
agile and adaptable.

Custom 3PL Solutions

Performance Insights

At Materialogic, we’re more than just a 3PL; we’re your strategic partner 
in success. We offer tailored solutions, cutting-edge technology, and 
personalized support to help you achieve your objectives. 

Contact our sales team today to explore how we can optimize your 
logistics operations and drive growth for your business.

Connect With Materialogic

LEARN MORE

Businesses Across Industries 
Trust Materialogic 

40+

of US Shipments Deliver in 
3 Business Days or Less

90%

Orders Shipped in 2023
260,000+

Order Lines Processed
529,000+




